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Abstract: Since the development of the oil industry in the 1860s, petroleum products became increas-
ingly important in economies and shaped the urban form. The impact of oil exploration, exploitation,
and transformation led to the creation of districts and cities entirely dedicated to the oil industry.
This dynamic relationship between economic activity and urbanization was presented in the shaping
of cities and their borders. Although important, the notion of borders and its consequences on the
uses of land as well as on the life of inhabitants are often ignored. This paper first conceptualizes the
term borders in understanding the interlinkages between oil and other areas closely related, either
geographically or for the functioning of the oil industry; it then illustrates the intertwined borders of
all these spaces from the contemporary example of the city of Daqing, in Northeast China. The paper
answers the question of how past borders designed during the development of Daqing in the 1960s
are impacting future planning strategies and the health of local inhabitants? By mapping the current
land-use of the city, this paper elaborates on the need to consider borders beyond two-dimensional
perspectives by revealing how spatial planning practices in oil-dependent cities can be an environ-
mental issue today and in the future. The objective is to demonstrate the influence of past planning
decisions linked to industrial activities on contemporary urban spaces.

Keywords: borders; Daqing; land use; oil industry; pollution; spatial planning

1. Introduction

As a resource and with all its related industries, oil has shaped the planning and
development of many cities worldwide. With the development of industrial oil drilling in
the 1860s in the United States, the oil industry gradually expanded along with its influence
over the development of cities and nations [1]. In line with the oil industry, infrastructure
construction started to shape spaces and influence the development of cities. In the hin-
terland, oil businessmen shaped spaces above the underground oil reserves by installing
pumping stations or derricks (Figure 1). Around coastal areas, the shipment, storage, and
transformation of petroleum products similarly impacted the spatial development of many
port cities [2]. The distinctive spatial elements of the oil industry, represented by pipelines,
refineries, and tankers, rapidly became part of the landscape [3]. With the growing use of
petroleum products, not only for military purposes but also in daily life, the construction
of oil facilities drastically increased in the first half of the 20th century.

Addressing oil and its activities’ effects on the built or natural environments aims
to demonstrate the threat of oil on Daqing’s territory, its inhabitants, and the planning
challenge it represents. The absence of strict borders between these polluting activities
and contaminated sites and houses is a risk to the health of local inhabitants as well as a
challenge for public authorities responsible for the spatial planning strategies of the city [4].
Borders are here discussed both as administrative and physical delimitations between
industrial and urban activities, and between oil and both natural and urban environments.
Yet, borders are also evolving and moving in time, dividing or merging depending on
land-use strategies of the different periods.
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Figure 1. Large stereoscopic views of the Pennsylvania oil region. Eastside, Triumph Hill, 50 derricks,
by Franke Robbins, in 1846. From New York Public Library, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons.

In Western countries, this industrial development led in many places, especially in
port cities, to a high concentration of oil sites. For instance, in Dunkirk in northern France,
before the Second World War, more than fifteen storage or refining sites appeared [5].
At the time of their construction, local businessmen investing in oil built these facilities
mainly on the periphery of cities. Nevertheless, with the constant demographic and urban
growth after World War II, urban planners turned many of these sites into housing districts;
however, the lack of interest in environmental and health protection of the time, along with
oil-induced disasters, their pollution, and their influence on contemporary urban planning,
remain largely undiscussed. The visible infrastructure of the oil industry and its economic
benefits must not overshadow all the visible and invisible detrimental effects on inhabitants
and the environment that go with it.

Up until the international rise of environmental concerns in the 1970s, public author-
ities and private actors did not consider environmental and health protection a priority.
With the first Earth Summit in Stockholm and the publication of the “Limit to Growth”
book in 1972 [6], the importance of a clean environment and a sustainable use of resources
for future generations were not discussed. In this perspective, decision-makers viewed
the borders of industrial sites mainly in an administrative way without considering the
potential threats. Such planning practices lasted even after the emergence of the environ-
mentalism movement in the 1970s, and the discussions around the topic of sustainability
and environmental protection required regular updates and debates until today [7–9].

This paper emphasizes the need to shift from a two-dimensional perspective of borders
in planning policies and documents toward a three-dimensional one. The two-dimensional
aspect refers here to the administrative borders of infrastructures or areas on maps and
planning documents, while the three-dimensional notion entails both horizontal and verti-
cal perspectives of borders. The porosity of oil borders, and the exchanges possible through
them, is an equally vital factor to consider in the discussion over borders, as it determines
the interactions of oil and its derivatives with its surrounding environment, and thus
the depth of their impacts. Only through this three-dimensional understanding can local
and national authorities grasp the full extent of oil activities’ consequences on cities, their
environments, and their inhabitants.

From this perspective, the case of Daqing in northeast China is a perfect example of
this necessity. The oil city of Daqing was a national project in the 1960s. The Chinese central
government gave political and economic support to the Ministry of Petroleum Industry to
quickly establish the oil industry and its related infrastructure in the region. The Ministry
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of Petroleum Industry promptly developed its own presence in the region and exercised the
powers of local government in the form of a state-owned enterprise. The state-owned oil
enterprise dominated the local planning power in Daqing, specifically the spatial planning.

The relevance of this article stems from a missing link in current discussions between
industrial pollution and the health of inhabitants from a spatial planning perspective. Not
only do past industrial activities affect the quality of the environment for an extended
period, but also the life of local inhabitants [10–12]. These impacts originate from planning
strategies aimed at improving the efficiency of industrial activities rather than protecting the
environment, thus the health of local inhabitants. The contemporary consequences of such
detrimental decisions can be invisible because of the disappearance of the infrastructure,
such as in Dunkirk. In this case, historical analyses are required to pinpoint former borders
between industrial and urban areas to explain current sanitary developments. Yet, the
importance of Daqing as a case study lies in its recent and continuous development. The
question of borders is not only still visible in this case, but also more illustrative thanks to
the network of surface waters. Daqing illustrates the contemporary value of borders and
planning. The oil dependence of the city on oil, with its visible interactions, creates the link
with past examples in transition for researchers and decision-makers to discuss the future
of pollution and health.

The article continues the previous research by both authors on the oil industry’s impact
on the development of cities and port cities. This work has demonstrated the changing
porosity of borders between oil industrial sites and housing areas and the influence of
the oil companies in creating such borders; it pushes forward the discussion on the role
and importance of borders in industrial port cities [2]; however, the investigations focused
on Dunkirk, in France, as a place of trading, storage, and transformation of oil; it linked
historical industrial development and influence to the current shape of the port city. The oil
industry, the borders, and the spatial analysis remain here the primary focus of the paper,
but rather focus on the case of Daqing. On the one hand, Dunkirk was a port city shaped by
private actors’ interests, with an old and disappearing oil industry focused on storage and
refining activities. On the other hand, Daqing is a more recent case starting from the early
1960s, an extraction site with an extensive oil landscape around which public authorities
built a porous and borderless city.

The aim of this paper is not to compare both cities. The focus is here on Daqing, using
Dunkirk and the studies achieved by both authors on this city as an example of past oil
borders that disappeared yet keep impacting the city and its inhabitants. The context is
different in both cities, but both have been shaped by and for the oil industry. When public
authorities in Dunkirk have to deal with the post-oil context, it can serve as an example for
public authorities in Daqing to avoid the same consequences (lasting soil pollution, lost
industrial sites, low sanitary conditions). In the meantime, Daqing is an illustration of how
borders in relation to oil-related activities were created, and why they can be a threat to
inhabitants and the future planning of the city. One can wonder how different the borders
between oil, urban, and natural areas can be in a city built and still developed around
the exploitation of an oil field? Did past examples of oil cities and the 1970s movement
towards environmental protection influence a stricter definition of borders during the
urban development of Daqing? This paper demonstrates the need for cross-disciplinary
approaches within the pollution and health-related discussions.

2. Theory

Public and private authorities around the world have long ignored the industrial
activities’ air, water, and soil pollution and their consequences on public health. Before the
1970s, authorities dismissed health and environmental protection [13,14] or even tried to
purely prevent debates around industrial risks [15]. In China, the Central Government had
not addressed the importance of environmental protection until the first introduction of the
Environmental Protection Law in December 1989. The objective for both public and private
authorities of the time was to avoid the emergence of regulations linked to environment
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and health protection that could have hindered industrial development [16–18]. In this
context, the definition of borders separating industrial and housing districts was of prior
importance, and past practices relating to borders still impact cities’ current shape.

These borders can take different forms, both visible and invisible, and are the results
of spatial, social, and economic factors or policies [19]. Visible as they can be expressed
through walls, roads, buildings, or networks, restricting movements and visions. Or they
can be invisible and lie in historical developments or influences, cultural processes, or
drawn on maps and defined by planning documents [20]. In both cases, depending on their
porosity or absence, borders can transform cities into more or less porous spaces [21]. Thus,
the past borders’ definition affects the current shape of cities, and impacts the security and
health of inhabitants [11], as well as the efficiency of planning policies around industrial
and oil spaces; it is especially true in the era of fast industrialization following the Second
World War, which mostly ignored the notion of environmental protection. This appears
to be especially true in China, where before 1979 and the beginning of the globalization
process in Chinese cities, spatial, social and economic structures aimed at unity, efficiency,
and solidarity, prevented the creation of visible borders both socially and spatially [22].

This chain of events and decisions leading to the current situation is developed in
the literature under the concept of “Path Dependency”; it is a concept firstly conceived
and widely used in economic studies, which describes a sub-optimal decision made in
the past creating strong market dependency [23]. Various scholars in urban studies have
introduced this concept into their empirical analyses of a city or a region [24]. By asking
how and in which manner historical decisions have gradually shaped the cities’ current
paths. Sorrensen, Canadian sociology and urban scholar, argues that path dependency
is one of the crucial tools providing a robust research framework for planning history
studies [25]. Ramos, an American scholar in the field of planning history, excellently
defined this concept in 2021, explaining that: “Path dependence identifies those critical
historical junctures that helped both to constitute historical trajectory, as well as those that
precipitated change toward new directions” [26]. The notion addresses the importance of
past decisions in defining the present. Nevertheless, it needs to be understood in a broad
perspective in which the situation is not locked and unavoidable but evolving according to
external factors and events.

The existing body of knowledge is rich in analyses of the dispersion [27,28], and the
effects of pollutants [29,30]. Despite the numerous industrial disasters and their related
pollution in cities, their impacts on public health and the environment remain understud-
ied [31]. Current discussions in public reports and articles tend to focus on technical
explanations of the nature of the pollutants, and how they interact with the natural envi-
ronments around, but do not look beyond these interactions to identify the precise origin
(activity, location, or policy) and its consequences on human health [4]. This is due to
a lack of inter- and transdisciplinary perspectives in the literature, which in turn fails
to identify the reasons behind certain health statistics or indicators. Such a gap makes
the source of the polluting challenge and its impacts impossible to locate and determine
for public authorities. Investigating the consequences of oil activities and pollution on
health can improve the management of polluted sites and further improve the sanitary
situation of urban and natural spaces around industrial places [32]; it is imperative to
address the health issue in the present case study, where swamps are omnipresent, as oil
pollution spreads faster in the presence of water or a humid environment [33]. The existing
literature has extensively discussed the effects of petroleum pollution on health, with its
blood, liver, and neurological issues [34,35]; however, only a few articles have investigated
petroleum developments with their pollution, land use, and environmental consequences,
particularly through the lens of urbanization [36]. To fill this gap in the literature, it is of
prior importance to consider the role of urban borders, and their porosity, in protecting or
affecting inhabitants’ health.

This layered influence of oil actors and products over a diversity of fields refers to the
notion of palimpsest and global petroleumscape developed by Hein, professor of history
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of architecture and urban planning at TU Delft [37,38]. Oil facilities, products, and actors
participated in shaping the landscape around oil spaces. Cities, the environment, the
public opinion, or the local or national decision-making process were all affected by the
oil industry’s influence, especially around oil spaces. Besides, the global character of the
petroleumscape notion makes it transferable and not grounded in specific case studies.
Thus, this article aims to contribute to this multi-layered perspective by investigating the
influence of borders and their potential effects on the environment and the health of oil
cities’ inhabitants.

Moreover, a short sampling of the literature notes a missing link between oil pollution,
water, health, and border considerations. This lack of investigation appears through the
identification of 1097 papers and the analysis of their abstracts, in the search of the combina-
tion of keywords “({oil pollution}) AND (health)” in the Scopus database (1956–2020). The
sanitary topic receives little attention compared to the 18,202 documents emerging from
the search {oil pollution} within the same database. Many articles are technical, dealing
with chemical jargon and perspective. Out of these 1097 documents, the term “health” is
mentioned in 221 abstracts, whereas only eight publications mention the term “border”.
Meanwhile, the abstracts of only 54 papers refer to “urban”, illustrating the lack of con-
sideration for spatial and urban planning topics when discussing pollution issues. Only
14 of the reviewed abstracts mentioning “urban” also discuss “health”; however, the link
between “water” and “health” is identified explicitly, with 119 references citing both. On
another note, out of the eight references mentioning the notion of border, only one is linked
with “urban” considerations and two with “health”. Authors tend to focus slightly more
on the question of borders when discussing water pollution, as five papers refer to both.
This short analysis of the literature demonstrates the importance given to the question of
water in pollution discussions but also the lack of focus on the link between pollution and
health issues, primarily through the lens of urban or spatial considerations.

3. Methodology
3.1. Case Study

The oil city of Daqing is located in Heilongjiang Province, in the far northeast part
of China. The city took the name from the oilfield discovered in 1959, which meant a
great celebration in Chinese. The then leaders of the Heilongjiang Province proposed
to nominate the oilfield Daqing to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the founding of the
People’s Republic. The discovery of the oilfield and installation of the oil industry in it
marked a historical moment in China: domestic oil independence. In 1963, four years after
the launching of the oil industry in Daqing, its annual production met the domestic usage
and could even be exported to neighboring countries, such as Japan, in the early 1970s [39].
Daqing’s petroleum and petroleum chemical productions greatly supported the domestic
economy, which was facing a crisis as a result of the ensuing political campaigns. Because
of this contribution, the Central Government promoted the practices in Daqing, specifically
the built environment and the lifestyles, as the national models for all the industrial cities
in China [38].

When the oil development started in the early 1960s, the local administration system
operated within a combination of both the state-owned oil enterprise (SOE) and the local
municipality. In this set-up, the SOE was responsible for any construction associated with
the oil industry, while the local municipality was in charge of the construction of civic
facilities. In the case of Daqing, the SOE was the Ministry of Petroleum Industry (MPI)
while the local municipality was the Municipality of Anda, a prefecture-level city affiliated
with the Heilongjiang Province. The combined local administration was the Committee of
the Great Oil Campaign. But the SOE gained dominance over the local administration by
sending the minister and the vice-ministers as the prominent leaders of the committee [40].

The principle of local planning advocated by the MPI was ‘industry first, living
second’. The extreme shortage of funds forced MPI to adopt such a planning principle,
which manifested itself in the building of oil workers’ homes next to workplaces such as
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oil wells and refineries [41]. In this way, the homes could share the electricity, water and
gas systems of the industrial facilities. In turn, MPI can devote all its material and human
resources to industrial construction; however, after the 1980s state-owned enterprises and
local administrations began to separate from each other. Local governments began to gain
more power in urban planning [42]. Nevertheless, many spatial planning powers remain
in the hands of state-owned enterprises.

Nowadays, swamps and puddles are widely seen in Daqing because of the saline soil
characteristic, which is poorly permeable but retains well water and fertilizer. Specifically,
after the development of the oil industry in Daqing by the Chinese government in the 1960s,
more and more swamps and puddles emerged as a result of the water injection during the
oil extraction. This is due to the nature of the oil reservoir in Daqing, where oil workers
had to inject large amounts of water into the ground to extract the oil. This process is
linked to the multi-layered characteristic of the oil field, and is meant to keep the pressure
high enough in the reservoir to extract oil as efficiently as possible [43]. The process led
to an intimate relationship between oil and water in the city, and one of the main reasons
behind the choice of this case study. The ability of water to transport and spread pollution
through the surface and underground networks makes the discussion around borders even
more meaningful.

Before installing the oil industry, Daqing’s surface water resources came mainly from
rainfall during the rainy season. The climate in Daqing is dry, and the average annual
rainfall and surface evaporation are almost equal. As a result, surface water resources were
essentially non-existent before. After the construction of the oil industry began in 1960,
surface water was mainly generated by the oil industry and the domestic drainage. At this
time, surface water puddles of varying sizes began to appear in Daqing, locally known as
‘Paozhao’, a Chinese name for a specific form of the swamp. A Paozhao is a body of water
with no apparent flow and exists independently of the surface. They are called alkaline
swamps because they have a gently sloping bottom, narrow open water, shallow water
levels, a round or oval lake shape, open banks and alkaline water. The Paozhao could
quickly dry up in dry seasons, while in wet seasons, the water in the Paozhao was massive,
forming swamps [44].

However, because of industrial pollution and the fact that there is only one drainage
outlet in the area, the local surface water quality was not good. Since the 1960s, due to the
lack of attention to environmental issues, oil extraction caused the neighboring swamp to
contain suspended oil. The petrochemical production started working without a sewage
treatment device, so the wastewater was directly discharged into the swamps without
any treatments, resulting in the pollution of the swamps [45]. At the same time, the water
body of the swamps was mainly renewed by natural precipitation. As the evaporation was
significant, the pollution components were constantly concentrated and deposited in the
swamps, which aggravates the pollution level of the water body of the bubble marsh.

As a result, in mid-1968, the provincial government of Heilongjiang started construct-
ing a project called the ‘Yin Nen Project’ to bring water from the Nen River to Daqing.
By bringing in better quality water from the Nen River, the Heilongjiang government at-
tempted to dilute the water’s high salinity and pH levels caused by the oil industry without
radically isolating the source of the contamination from the water source. The emergence
of the ‘Yin Nen Project ‘ gave impetus to the construction of local reservoirs, and from
1968, the Heilongjiang provincial government built three reservoirs in the Daqing region
(Daqing Reservoir, Hongqi Reservoir, and Nanyin Reservoir) to carry the water brought
in from the Nen River. The Daqing Reservoir was constructed specifically for industrial
and agricultural purposes, while the Hongqi Reservoir was built for Daqing Refinery in
the Longfeng District. Nanyin Reservoir was intended for fish farming (Figure 2) [44].
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Figure 2. Distribution of Reservoirs and Swamps in Daqing 1989; Source: The Editorial Group of
Daqing Land and Resources, modified by Penglin Zhu.

3.2. Mapping Method

This article spatially analyzes the city of Daqing in relation to the border issue of oil
and water by using satellite images in the mapping of the city with ArcMap, in addition to
the analysis of historical images and maps. By doing so, it demonstrates the spatial and
temporal threats of the oil industry through the lens of its borders on the city scale and its
potential effects on inhabitants’ health. The spread of petroleum via water and land has not
been quantitatively measured in a precise way, considering the difficult temporality of past
industrial activities. The lack of public documents presenting statistics regarding death
rates and health problems in relation to these activities remains similarly challenging to
obtain. A previous analysis in Dunkirk demonstrated that this is a common issue, as both
the literature and health reports from public authorities omit to discuss the link between
industrial activities, spatial planning strategies, and health indicators [4]. Therefore, this
paper aims first to conceptualize the notion of borders in dealing with pollution and then
illustrates its significance by mapping the oil sites from the example of Daqing.
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The mapping of Daqing is limited to the central area where the oil field is exploited,
and its immediate urban, agricultural, and natural surroundings. This limitation prevents
an analysis that would go beyond the city’s core, where the oil field and its exploitation
meet the urban area. Using the world imagery provided by the software ArcMap, the
authors mapped the different land uses visible or identifiable. The projected coordinate
system used in this context was WGS 1984 Web Mercator Auxiliary Sphere. The first surface
created was the area of the city where the oil field was exploited, and identifiable through
the numerous derricks visible (Figures 3–5). The authors chose to identify the entire area as
one rather than trying to illustrate all the oil wells or oil derricks because of their important
number and small size in the images.

Figure 3. Area of Daqing considered for the mapping and centered around the oil field. This latter is
identifiable through the numerous light color patches. Picture from the World Imagery of ArcMap.

The following phase required the mapping of water, agricultural, and urban areas.
Considering the extensive layers to identify and their overlapping characteristics, the
authors attempted, in vain, to use the image classification option available on ArcMap.
Because of the extensive surface considered for the mapping (3263.97 km2), the paper
relies on an image of Sentinel-2 to locate and represent the range of water bodies. Thus,
the layer dedicated to water essentially comes from the 2020 land use/land cover image
from Sentinel-2 (ESRI), published in July 2021. The accuracy of which was corrected or
completed when needed based on visual observations. The other layers from the Sentinel-2
file of this area were, however, not relevant for the analysis as they were not overlapping
with the visible elements of the World Imagery, nor were they dividing the specific land
uses considered for this paper. Thus, the authors mapped all the other layers manually. The
urbanized area refers to all the buildings or urbanized blocks and patches identified in the
World Imagery. The mapping of the remaining layer, the agricultural lands, also relied on
visual analysis, taking into account the colors, shapes, and location to assess whether they
could be considered as such. To better highlight the question of borders and to improve the
clarity of the maps, the extensive oil extraction zone has been positioned in the background.
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Figure 4. The central area of the mapping area of Daqing where the oil field and the city meet. Picture
from the World Imagery of ArcMap.

Figure 5. One of the numerous areas of the oil field of Daqing where oil derricks can be identified on
the satellite image. Picture from the World Imagery of ArcMap.
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The result allowed the further interpretation and discussion that follows. The pictures
produced through this method demonstrate the proximity between the different land uses
identified and the apparent lack of borders or their porosity. Mapping is here used as an
illustrative tool to locate environmental hazards around sensitive places, such as houses
and urban areas, and to allow a better understanding of the risks for public authorities to
define more compatible land uses in the area [46].

3.3. Limitations

As opposed to what was achieved in former studies on this topic and on Dunkirk in
particular, the authors could not develop a historical analysis of Daqing as well as elaborate
on the sanitary situation of the city. There is an absence of available historical aerial pictures
of the area that would allow for an analysis of the evolution of Daqing. This is the main
reason behind the previous clarification around the presence of Dunkirk as a supporting
material of the influence of past decisions rather than as a comparative case study.

The limitations also relate to a lack of precise and usable datasets on land uses and
land covers of the area studied. This is due to the strategic importance of the oil field
and the restricted access to data linked to the area. Beyond the data extracted from the
Sentinel-2 image, the lack of available materials to use led the authors to solely rely on the
visual analysis of the World Imagery to identify the oil-related zone. The restricted area of
Daqing that the authors mapped derived directly from these conditions and the complexity
of the (manual) mapping process. The changing periods of the World Imagery between the
different scales made the identification of areas more difficult as colors and water levels
changed depending on the season.

All these obstacles explain why mapping was not extensively used as a precise tool to
define the issue and its location, but rather as a mean to demonstrate and illustrate the close
interactions between oil industrial zones and urban and natural areas. The maps aimed to
support the argument of borders and past decisions’ importance in the long-term for both
public authorities and inhabitants.

4. Analysis

Out of the 3263.97 km2 of the frame used to map Daqing, a third of it is meant for oil
extraction. With the delimitation of the area that includes most of the oil wells representing
1065.26 km2, the dedication of Daqing for oil activities and its expansion around this
purpose is evident. The total surface of the urbanized area is 684.28 km2; however, another
indicator demonstrating the dependence of the urban expansion on oil extraction comes to
light when considering that almost two-thirds of this surface is located within the perimeter
of the oil field (452.86 km2) (Figure 6). When knowing the capacity of oil pollutants to travel
horizontally and vertically, and reach underground water networks [47], it is undeniable
that these urban areas in Daqing are directly affected by the pollution [33,48]. Not only
can pollutants be found far from extraction and transformation sites [49,50], but they also
remain for long periods in natural environments and organisms [51,52]. For inhabitants,
this can cause liver or neurologic issues, or cancer [34,35,53].

The zones mapped as urbanized areas at the center of the oil field could have been
storage and processing sites. In this case, the pollution of these industrial sites within the
oil field would have been less impacting on inhabitants; however, the two main industrial
sites identified were located on the central east and west parts of the oil field, also adjacent
to water bodies and residential districts (mainly the Ziqiang residential district on the East
side). No industrial facilities could be visible on the World Imagery within the central area
of Daqing’s oil field. Thus, the most vulnerable zones at the center of the oil extracting
area are residential districts that correspond to the original settlements of the city (mainly
Sa’ertu, Tieren, and Huzhan residential districts).
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Figure 6. Result of the mapping of Daqing area with the different layers. Map by S. J. Hauser with
the software ArcMap.

The mapping of water in the area also revealed important elements to consider. The
overlapping of the information from Sentinel-2 with the World Imagery required additions
and modifications. Because of the humid nature of the area, water levels can change
between periods. Thus, when possible, the visual observation relied on images where the
highest level was visible. The authors chose this way of mapping to demonstrate better
both the moving potential of the pollution and the interconnections between the different
bodies of water. Besides, the precise identification of buildings necessitated a close zoom-in,
which highlighted small canals going through the oil area. These canals cross the oil field
and connect many of the various water sources, creating a dense and interconnected water
network, especially in the northern part of Daqing and its oil field (Figure 7). This map
shows that, even though the main bodies of water are outside the main oil wells area, the
grid of canals going throughout the area makes them also affected by the oil activity.

The water network highlighted by the map is, however, solely focusing on the visible
part, surface water. Although this analysis already demonstrates the great interconnections
of the entire surface water, it does not take into consideration the underground network,
likely to be similarly connected [54,55]. Considering the technique used to extract oil
is based on sending water into the oil reservoir, the contamination of the underground
network seems inevitable.

The maps detail that the immediate periphery of the city of Daqing is dedicated to
agricultural activities. If the area mapped represents 739.9 km2, it has to be considered
with precaution as the visual identification is difficult and can be confused, in some cases,
with the development and preparation of the land for oil exploitation. Once both are
exploited, the color of the image between agricultural land and around oil derricks can
appear to be similar; however, the combination of an interconnected water network with
oil and agricultural activities is also affecting food production. Previous studies on Daqing
already demonstrated that agricultural fields were contaminated with pollution. The visual
analysis is only confirming while showing the reason behind such contamination. The
water used for agriculture from nearby water bodies connected to canals going within
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the oil field explains the migration of pollutants towards the periphery until agricultural
fields [56].

Figure 7. The water network of Daqing. A combination of the data on the area from Sentinel-2 and of
visual mapping. Map by S. J. Hauser with the software ArcMap.

5. Permeable Borders: Between Incompatibilities and Spreading

As opposed to an oil storage and transformation city like Dunkirk and explored in
previous studies [2], Daqing is a more recent example. It deals with different aspects of oil
activities. The exploitation of the oil field in Daqing started in the early 1960s and with it
the beginning of urban development. The oil history of the city is, thus, reasonably new,
and authorities do not have to deal with the issues of lost oil sites and the regular disasters
happening around refineries [5]. Yet, planning strategies of the past are still influencing the
city and its inhabitants, with the original settlement still being inhabited and in the middle
of the oil field.

The regular disasters happening around oil facilities and the pollution they caused did
not, however, prevent dangerous urban practices in Daqing [57,58]. With almost two-thirds
of the urban space within the oil exploitation field or in close contact with it, authorities
ignored the incompatibilities of such porous and proximate borders. If all the buildings
identified during the mapping process are not houses, the overall nearness demonstrates
the priority public authorities gave to the link between industrial efficiency and spatial
planning strategies. The development of oil activities and the efficiency of oil production
overshadowed any concerns around the security and health of inhabitants as well as the
protection of the environment.

The literature often highlights the pollution threat around oil exploitation or extraction
sites, though a few only focus on land pollution [59]. Authors demonstrated the spreading
characteristics of humid environments on oil spills and pollution [33], and such a context
can directly be transferred to Daqing, considering the significant presence of water around
and in the oil field. Knowing how difficult the remediation of oil pollution is [60], this
combination of elements demonstrates the complexity of Daqing’s case and the potential
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effects on public health. These factors illustrate the importance of strict borders in urban and
spatial planning and the necessity to consider them from a three-dimensional perspective.
The pollution caused by oil activities is not staying on the ground and can spread vertically
and horizontally.

In the case of Daqing, the spreading of the pollution from extraction sites is supported
by its water network. Oil wells are often in the middle of swamps or water bodies that can
be connected to each other through canals that cross the surface of the oil field. Thus, when
a spill happens around a derrick, the pollution rapidly infiltrates the soil because of the
presence of water, and spread horizontally beyond the original place of the spill thanks to
the numerous canal connections; moreover, the mapping in previous figures focuses on
visible surface water. Yet, marshes are characterized by a dense and extensive underground
water network which, in this case, would increase the speed and severity of the contamina-
tion, as groundwater and surface water cannot be considered independently [54,55,61]. The
regular presence of water around oil sites, being for extraction, storage, or transformation,
demonstrate not only the necessity to consider borders, but also to take into account their
three-dimensional aspect.

Since 2010, the population of Daqing has been slowly declining, from a peak of
2,808,000 to 2,708,000 today. While there are many reasons why people leave, such as the
slow transformation of local industries, the loss of jobs, and the extremely cold winters,
the pollution caused by the oil industry is also a factor that cannot be ignored; however,
around 2.7 million people still live there, nearly 34 times the population of Dunkirk, a
European oil city, and they still live in dense oil installations that are at high risk of
leaking oil and polluting the environment. Therefore, it is relevant for public authorities to
consider the question of borders. The densification and/or the expansion of urban borders
within or around the oil field will inevitably intensify the pollution issue and its sanitary
consequences. Many authors took Daqing as a case study and demonstrated the pollution
of its surface water and groundwater as well as its soil by oil-related activities [56,62–64].
The increasing number of inhabitants in the region will inevitably go together with an
increasing number of pathologies linked to oil pollution if public authorities do not consider
the origins of this issue (economic, political, and environmental) in spatial and urban
planning strategies.

6. Conclusions

The fact that Daqing emerged as a town dedicated to the oil industry in the 1960s, a few
years before the rise of the international environmentalism movement, could have been an
influential factor in its planning; however, similarly to the slow inclusion of environmental
concerns in policies and planning strategies across the world since then [65,66], the planning
of Daqing relied on an economic and industrial-oriented strategy of efficiency. Past planning
practices of the late 19th and early 20th centuries remained references demonstrated by the
close proximity between urban and industrial environments and confirmed by visual and
mapping analyses. One can only hope that this recent development with referencing oil
sites and related issues will prevent the change of land use that happened in Dunkirk, and
in many other cities, with an absence of cleaning of the soil.

The dominance of the State-owned enterprise in the combined local administration
resulted in the creation of porous borders between industrial and residential areas in Daqing.
This situation exemplifies the importance of past decisions in the future of inhabitants and
the planning of cities. Daqing is an illustration of how industrial priority in the planning
of industrial cities can be a threat to natural environments and the health of populations
while hampering the evolution of cities. Such situations are complex not only because
of the consequences of past planning decisions but also because influential actors in the
decision-making tend to maintain the status quo. In the case of Daqing, there are still many
planning powers left in the hands of the SOE.

In order to avoid the repetition of planning mistakes from the past and treat future
health and spatial planning challenges, stakeholders (private actors from the industry and
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public authorities) can take action. The monitoring of oil sites connected to water bodies,
and the extent of the underground water network, is of prior importance. This entails not
only the identification of contemporary sites but also of all former oil-related industrial
sites that may have disappeared. The knowledge of past and present oil sites would allow
authorities to know the location of the most permeable and dangerous borders, where
interactions are the most detrimental to water quality, natural environments, and the health
of inhabitants. A complete record of these sites will enable efficient planning strategies as
well as the tackling of potential sanitary issues.

To fully grasp the extent of the issue and provide decision-makers with potential
solutions, the problems need to be explained holistically. This fits and follows the notion
of “Wicked Problems” described by Churchman, in which solving one problem without
considering its full extent and origins will only create more difficulties [67,68]. Knowledge
about the challenges ahead is key to the sustainable development of a city and to improving
the life of its inhabitants. Such knowledge, through the collaboration of all involved parties,
is the central element behind the creation of efficient and adaptive planning policies [69–71].

Monitoring oil sites and spills from past to present may help in the identification of
hazard zones. This would clarify the moving and three-dimensional borders of oil and its
pollution in regions dependent on oil activities, and improve the management of petroleum
contaminations. Eventually, decision-makers can use this information in the definition of
planning and construction strategies by identifying areas as unsuitable for particular uses
(residential buildings, vegetable gardens, water use) and the levels of pollution.

It is impossible to predict the future development of Daqing. The city could well
become abandoned by the oil industry, similarly to what happened in Dunkirk, or with
Abadan, in Iran, when the oil field depleted. Yet, future research in the field should focus
on understanding the consequences of oil pollution and industrial pollution in general
in the context of public health and spatial planning in port cities. Filling this critical gap
would enhance the sustainability and coherence of planning practices in industrial cities,
and tackle their poor sanitary situation.
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